Snakes found at Coffs Harbour Education Campus

What to do if you encounter a snake

No staff or students are to attempt to disturb, catch or kill the snake

- If a snake is sighted stand still immediately (snakes react to movement).
- If the snake is more than a 1.5 metres away move away very slowly.
- If the snake is closer than 1.5 metres stay still until the snake moves away from you.
- If possible, keep a visual on the snake and contact:

  **Campus Facilities Manager:** 0266 593072 or 0427 001 913
  **Security:** 0266 593091 or 1800 004 357 or 1800 00 HELP

  **If a bite occurs call Security, First Aid and an Ambulance**

It is critical to keep the patient calm and still until a First Aid Officer arrives.